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SCCARC. . . A Successful FIELD DAY!
SUCCESS == Lots of fun + No one
injured + No equipment damaged
Eighty-two (that’s right, 82) people
signed in over the weekend, making
the turnout one of the highest in
recent memory. Many newcomers commented that they saw a notice in the
newspaper or online, and came up to
check out what was happening. More
than a few people were really amazed
at what we do with Amateur Radio,
and sparked their desire to look into
it further.
Lousy band conditions (and some
antenna problems) brought down the
QSO points somewhat from previous years, but we still made 1100 contacts,
and submitted a total claimed score of 3,658,
including lots of bonus points for various
activities. We had 87 QSOs at the GOTA station,
including contacts by eight youth operators. The ARRL Handbook prize went to Miki
Heinemann, who made 32 QSOs. The satellite
station brought in 41 contacts, and a great run
on PSK31 raised the Digital station total to 253
QSOs (and digital QSOs get double points, just
like CW).
The “Top Operator” this year was Tom W6TJK
with 301 SSB QSOs, followed by Jason KE6IEL
with 197 Digital QSOs, and John AC6SL with
162 CW QSOs.
Interesting fact: We seem to be evolving into a
group of specialists. Of all the operators during
Field Day, only myself and Anna W6NN operated in more than one mode. (We each made
contacts on CW, SSB, and RTTY.) Everyone else
operated exclusively CW, SSB, or Digital, with
no variation.
—Rich, KE1B

FD2013 – Riding with the Chews Ridge Gang (K6MI)

By Don K6GHA

The Chews Ridge Gang celebrated
50 years of operation in Los Padres
National Forest atop Chews Ridge
for Field Day (FD) 2013. You could
subtitle this article ’50 Years and
a Newbie’, which describes my
adventure as a first time operator
with the gang on Chews Ridge.
This all started about two months
ago with Jim Brown (K9YC) asking
if I would want to help out a first
time effort as 2A QRP (5 watt) operation. He said that the CW ops were top notch and they had
been running 1A for a number of years and I could help (where needed) with Phone operation
on HF, UHF/VHF, and Satellite for the weekend (I looked to see if someone was standing behind
me to make sure he was asking me!). I said, “Yes!”, as I knew it would be an honor to learn
from a group who hold many operational records from that location. Little did I know what
learning awaited me.
The Friday before field day, I loaded up my truck and met the group for breakfast with Jim
(K9YC), Glen (W6GJB), and John (KT6E) to go over the final plans and to make the drive up
to the Fire Lookout at Chews Ridge. I suspected, but didn’t know at the time, that the last 11
Continued on page 4
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My old ham pal and past 1990s SCCARC
President, Leon Fletcher, AA6ZG, and XYL
Vivian, moved from Ben Lomond to Lodi,
CA, to be near their daughter. Vivian gave
me her library of organ music and Leon
presented me with his entire military history
library; including a copy of his WWII navy
combat experiences off Luzon in the Philippines. His ship picked up many survivors
from our sunken or damaged aircraft carriers
and destroyers in the battle of Leyte Gulf.
His LCI (Rocket) participated in every major
landing in the Pacific Islands but one.
Field Day was great again this year. Suellene, K6CPA, and XYL, Steve, AC6P, invited
me up to their UCSC site at the athletic
field overlooking the world. It had been a
while since I last visited and as the campus
is ever changing, I initially went up the
wrong road. Doubling back, I spotted the
tower and Yagi antenna sprouting to the
sky. I had promised to meet Allen, WB6AQP,
and his XYL Shirley. They were there when
I arrived. Allen has been a ham since age
14 – he is now a grandfather and retired
from the computer industry. Shirley is a
member of my Writers group, as is Suellene. Saturday was pretty warm … read,
Hot! There were several small tents erected
so I crawled into one of them to escape the
direct rays of That Lucky Old Sun. Steve’s
crew of UCSC students and former students
were operating and had set up the tower and
other antennas and operated the generator to charge batteries. With all the work
done by younger and more willing folks, I

Treasurer’s Report
The May 31, 2013 Treasurer’s Report presented to the Board of Directors showed that
the SCCARC treasury had $4453.69 in cash
and bank accounts (total less encumbrances:
$3926.69). At that time all financial obligations for which invoices had been received
had been met.
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The UCSC 2013 Field Day tower being lowered and stored until next year
Kerry, 2nd from left in blue shirt, white hat and gloves.

got to enjoy the scenery and chatting with
off-duty operators. I parked in a nearby
parking lot on a lower flat. Climbing up the
hill was a huffing and puffing experience.
In years past, I don’t remember it being
that challenging. I returned on Sunday to
help dismantle the tower and back-load the
equipment. I arrived as the tower was coming down. One very friendly fellow (they all
were, of course) dressed in baggy, comfortable clothing with a bottle of water dangling
from his belt, seemed to know me. Wearing
a wide brimmed hat, dark glasses, a broad
smile and exercising boundless energy, Kerry,
K3RRY, was that man. I watched him work
for two days before full recognition kicked in. Kerry was in
charge of the tower lowering
crew. Steve was the Director of the whole operation.
Suellene and I (with hands
in pocket) stood well clear
of any danger and supervised. In all, the UCSC hams
made their share of contacts.
Impressed with the ease with
which the tower came down,
Kerry directed me to a recent
issue of QST for details.

Small World Department. Last week, our
editor Ron, K6EXT, and XYL Margie wandered
around in the Makuu farmer’s market in Hilo,
Hawaii. Margie noticed one patron, a haole,
and said, “That fellow looks just like our
Tom Guyer!” Ron agreed and replied that
he looks like Tom because he is! According
to DX King Bob Wolbert, K6XX, Tom, KG6AO,
is house sitting for former club member
Lloyd Cabral, KH6LC. Lloyd moved from
Watsonville to Hilo about two decades ago
so he could set up some very huge antennas.
(Maybe four towers.) Lloyd used to say, “If
your antenna didn’t blow down last winter it
was too small!”

Tom AG6AO operating KH6LC on the big island

NPSARC Volunteer Exam Team
Next License Exam Session
Saturday, Aug 10th, 2013 0800
Moose Lodge #876
555 Canyon Del Rey Blvd
Del Rey Oaks, CA 93940
EXAM SESSION BEGINS PROMPTLY at 0800
Contact: Bob Broadston, N6RZI
(831) 656-9529
email: n6rzi@arrl.net

MEMBER UPDATES:
Lou Arbanas: Now NJ6H:License
class now Extra.
Alan Hawrylyshen K2ACK: License
class now Extra.
William K. Kent: New call is W6WKK.
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DX DISCOVERIES
By Don K6GHA
The challenge of DXing is not only in fining
the rare DX station, but in how your station
can work them. One of the important variables can be found by the amount of power
you are running. But power out of the radio
is only good to the end of the coax. DB gain
to radiated power can be positively or ‘more’
positively influenced by the antenna you are
using. Considering these variables, let’s first
define two categories most operators fit into:
Big Guns, a multi-multi stations (more than
one transmitter/receiver, and operator(s)),
with stacked yagi’s or multiple antenna
combinations (vertical, yagi, or dipole), and
running legal limit power who (as the old
telephone commercial goes) can ‘reach out
and touch someone’ in poor or less than
favorable conditions.
Little Pistols, like most of us, are a single
operator running a single transmitter (100
watts, or even the QRP ‘Cap Pistols’). In most
cases using a single multi-band dipole, or in
some better conditions a tri-band yagi and
dipole mix. The Little Pistols are influenced
to a great extent by the whim of conditions
and propagation.
Whatever your budget supports, maximizing
your stations ability (in hardware, software, and operator preparation) to DX those
weak signals from your home station, is the
gratifying outcome when you log that next or
illusive country.
Web Sites:
Let’s look at a few places and tools that
may make a difference with evaluating your
station, and simple improvements to your
operation to make that DX contact.

their log. Here is a good review and reminder
for everyone chasing that illusive DX.

DX-World article (see comments) - http://dxworld.net/2013/the-p5-project/

http://dx-code.org/workdx.pdf

Print Resources:

DX Opportunities:

You knew I would recommend you start and
end with the ARRL Antenna Book!

This month, I will recommend one contest
where you can’ load up’ on your DXCC in 24
hours and spotlight one DX rumor for a very
cool ‘once in a lifetime’ opportunity for DX.
First don’t forget the IARU HF World Championship contest July 13th and 14th at 12:00
UTC (5am PDT). This 24 hour event will fill
your DX log with many new countries and give
you a chance to score some of the rare ones if
you work late into the night.
IARU HF World Info - http://www.hornucopia.
com/contestcal/contestdetails.php?ref=67
By being on the West coast, you are in great
shape to begin your planning to fight through
the pileup to log that illusive DX, when it
becomes available. What ‘once in a lifetime
DX’ is this? Well, the rumors are that soon
you should be hearing a date for North Korea
operations from those Intrepid DX guys. Don’t
miss this one!
P5 (North Korea) Intrepid DX - http://www.
intrepid-dx.com/p5/index.php
DX Coffee on P5 - http://www.dxcoffee.com/
eng/2013/06/29/north-korea-press-releaseupdate-p5-project-leadership-team/

This is something every amateur should have
on their bookshelves and is (I am told) the
definitive answer to the best (and cheapest)
improvement you can make to your station. In
addition to this resource, there are a wealth
of talent in the local club of accomplished and
published antenna builders. At about $50 from
ARRL this seems like an expensive addition.
However, there are discounts throughout the
year, others in the club willing to lend older
copies, or free older version downloads PDF’s
available. With the included bonus CD software
you get with this book, which can be used to
characterize your location AND antenna vs.
propagation potential, it is really worth every
penny to have this in your library. It may even
help answer those nagging questions like ‘why
can’t other hear me?!?’
http://www.arrl.org/shop/ARRL-AntennaBook-22nd-Edition
I’ll be taking this summer off from the DX Discoveries, but if you find something of interest,
or a topic you would like to know more about
or feature in this space, let me know. This fall,
I’ll see what I can find on winter DX in the
Northern Hemisphere, and some band planning
you may not want to miss.

Field Day on the USS Hornet

Flying back from Dayton, I was fortunate to
sit next to Rob Sherwood who has compiled the definitive Amateur Radio Receiver
Test Data Chart. In fact, his original efforts
changed the way ARRL evaluated Ham Radios.
Use this web link to compare your radio’s
receive characteristics. You might be surprised
at why you or others are making/not making
those contacts. http://www.sherweng.com/
table.html
From that first DX contact (or any contact
for that matter), we sometimes think we
know the best way to operate on the radio.
I personally learn something new each time
I contest, DX, run a net, or in this case read
and article. Practicing what we learn, and
operating efficiently and effectively is something we should all strive for when making
that DX. Remember, these DX stations have
limited time on the air, and any rag chewing
or inefficiencies in our operation cuts down
on the number of folks being entering into
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USS Hornet Amateur Radio Club NB6GC. Ron K6EXT and Jerry AE6I at the 2 meter station
on the flight deck of USS Hornet.Field Day.
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Chews Ridge continued
miles of the trip was dirt road, glad I took
the truck!
Arriving at noon on Friday, I was immediately
awed with the 5000ft location, where you
had a 360 degree view of Salinas Valley and
the Ventana Wilderness to the coast. The
closest neighbor (MIRA Chews Ridge Observatory) was a mile away and a little lower than
our forest lookout perch. Meeting up with
most of the other members of the gang, John
K6MI, Tom (WB6HYD), Bruce (N6NM), Marc
(WB6DCE) and Austin (AB6VU) there began
a flurry of set up activity which blurred the

next few hours. Coax, solar power, generators,
and even microwave Internet were thought
of by this group! Preplanning by Glen saved
time and made easy set up with his creative
tools for antenna assembly and testing,
which he field tested prior.
On the air, by about 7pm Friday night, were
a total of three tents for 24 hr operation , a
community food and watering area, various
camp areas for the weekend, and the assembly of most of the seven antennas to be used
on Field Day; a trailered 6 element 40ft yagi
tri-bander, 40m horizontal half wave wire
diapole supported by a fiberglass telescoping
pole, a 2 element vertical 40m phased array,
80m inverted V, 6m yagi, and a 2m/440 yagi
for Satellite and UHF/VHF operation, and if
that wasn’t enough an AB-577/GRC Mast Military [Rocket] Launcher mast for an additional
50ft tower. Bottom line, WOW! That’s impressive. These guys had it down like a well-oiled
machine. I took direction well and felt by the
end that I was a valued additional cog in the
gears helping to get set up.
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“An army moves on its stomach”, after a
great breakfast (and all meals) put togther by
Veronica, Tom’s daughter , by 9am Saturday
morning all the operating stations were being
powered up and manned as the final countdown approached.
As with the night before, these few hours
prior to FD gave time for me to talk with all
the operators on the team. What a wealth
of experince and information. Have you
ever known a Ham who couldn’t tell a good
story?!?
This is where I learned from John (K6MI)
that Field Day 2013 was his 50th year atop
Chews Ridge! He
started out first
operating the
location as a Boy
Scout with his
long time friend
Tom (WB9HYD),
and continued
thoughout the
years adding trailered rigs, antenna
deigns, radio configurations, and
Field Day planning
improvements, but most of all he added
friends and operators wishing to spend time
together at a great location for the weekend.
Said with his always approchable style and

(Above is the RIG with crank-up and military
50 ft towers and Tr-bander, John (K6MI) and
Jim (K9YC))

warm smile, “ I like setting things up, watching folks have a good time, and operating
just a little. It is great up here, isn’t it”? I
have to agree, it is an amzaing place at the
top of the world! And John is an amazing
‘Energizer Bunny’ kinda guy.

The radios on site included 2 Elecraft K3’s
with Panadaptors, a KX3 for 6M operation,
and the Icom 741 and 271a used by Austin
(AB6VU) for UHF/VHF and Satellite operation.

As I talked with other operators on site,
stories pop out about years past atop Chews
Ridge; like the 1S (One Snake, a rattler!)
operation - where an unwanted slithering

guest crashed the party, aircraft formation
low pass flyovers saluting the folks on the
ground for the field day event, parachute
drops onto the ridge top,wildland fires
forcing evacauation, years when there were
aggressive humming birds, and this years fire
ants (in the pants!), it was a seemingly endless chorus of recollections followed by “you
should have been here that year!”. Suprising
me the most was the number of folks saying
“I remember being up here as a kid and let
me tell you…”. My takeaway from all the
talks was, once you have been there, the
draw seems quite substatial to return.
Field Day began operation at 11am and the
CW code was flying. I found myself helping
with the 6m and UHF/VHF stations for the
first few hours. For me, and a few others,
it was a great learning experience, while
being fun and supportive for those who just
jumped in and started operating. Isn’t that
what field day is all about? Teaching, learning and FUN!
I settled down with Austin (AB6VU) and got
ready to send message traffic to earn the
additional FD points radio grams earn as part
of the field day operation. I was glad for the
ARES message passing training session, it
sure came in handy! By the way, Austin has
great knowledge and practical experience on
solar, wind power, as well as design engineering. Some may remember he was a guest

speaker last year at the SCCARC meeting. It
was great to have time between contacts to
learn even more about power, satellite communications, passing message traffic, and 2m
side band operation.
With sundown Saturday night came a change
in the weather, and winds atop the ridge.
Throughout the night we were buffeted by
wind gusts sometimes reaching over 50mph,
but mostly maintaining at around 30-40mph.
After turning over my shift to CW operations,
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I was able to enjoy the wind chilled full moon
night with coat and hood, windbreaker, and
gloves! From the top of the mountain, looking
down on the cloud cover, with an occasional
cloud rushing by obscuring everything within
20 feet except the glow from the moon, was
a splendidly amazing sight at night. Getting
in few hours of shut-eye between operating
times was often interrupted by an abrupt
wind gust shaking the truck and camper shell
I called home. I can’t imagine how it would
be in a tent!! About 4:30am Sunday Morning
I got ready to operate on 80m phone and see
what Q’s I could add to the mounting total for
the team. By 7am I handed over the phone
ops to CW again.
Because of the winds, we started tear down
much earlier than expected. When the winds
tumbled a pop-up tent for satellite operations
in one big gust, discretion and safety became
the operative words as we knew a change in
weather (to rain) was on its way. In rapid succession between 8am and 10am, and
still with gusting winds, we dismantled most
of the site operation. This left only the two
tri-band towers still in use for the last hours
of FD.

K6WC FD at Fremont Peak

Pico Balloons
A New Ham Radio Fad
The latest fad in ham radio near space experimentation, at least in the United Kingdom,
appears to be the so-called pico balloons.
The small foil party balloons can only carry
ultra light payloads typically weighing less
than 100 grams. This presents a challenge to
the builders to produce a transmitter, GPS,
batteries and antenna that are small and
light enough to be taken aloft.
Balloons such as these do not go to extremes
of altitude but can float at between 10,000
to 20,000 feet for an extended period. Their
434 MHz transmitters can have a radio range
of up to 900 miles.

With one last chance to operate and an end
goal in site (Jim on CW and I on Phone), we
worked the bands available, and crossed the
finish line with a Chews Ridge Team total
of 1002 Q’s for HF operations. This did not
include the 6m or UHF/VHF numbers. The last
hour was a lot of fun for me on 15m phone
QRP operation; it included contacts with the
Virgin Islands, Rhode Island, DC, Vermont, and
B.C. in Canada.
In leaving Chews Ridge, I think I understand
why John (K6MI), after 50 years, really enjoys
the Field Day event and this site. It is a
chance to not only participate in Field Day
with battery power, testing one’s ability to
deploy and operate in truly unexpected conditions at a beautiful remote location, but to do
it safely and well alongside a supportive team
of friends and operators looking for an opportunity to share stories, try something new, and
include newbies into the Chews Ridge Gang.
My congratulations and thanks go to John for
50 years on the ridge, Jim for his support of

Several pico balloons carrying 434 MHz
payloads weighing less than 100 grams
launch were to be launched last weekend
from locations in Great Britain. James
Coxon, M6JCX, was to launch one operating
on 434.175 MHz USB transmitting RTTY at
50 baud. David Bowkis, M0MDB, also was to
have launched one transmitting on 434.250
MHz running ASCII at 50 baud.
The free balloon software dl-fldigi can be
used to decode many different amateur radio
digital modes and is available in Windows,
Mac or Ubuntu Linux versions. (UK Space,
Southgate)
—from Amateur Radio NewsLine

2A and phone operation this year, and to the
rest of the Gang for allowing me to saddle up
and ride with them on Field Day 2013.
(Photos by permission from Glen W6GJB and
John Lee KT6E)

Google Project Loon
Interference Concerns
Concerns have been raised about possible
interference from the 2400 MHz and 5800
MHz transmitters on the Google Project
Loon High Altitude Balloon project. Google
launched 30 balloons from New Zealand
which transmit wideband 2400 MHz and 5800
MHz signals and concerns have been raised
about the interference they could cause to
radio astronomy.
The United Kingdom’s Register reports
that when Google engineer Brad Tucker
was contacted about the problem. He said
that Google had identified locations where
Loon balloons might interfere with radio
astronomy. He said that these transmitters
had been shut down until these balloons had
floated out of range.
But its not just radio astronomers that are
worried about interference generated by the
Google Loon balloons. The Amateur Radio and
Amateur Satellite Services are also concerned
about deterioration to their communications especially in the area of weak signal
operations. This is because both use some
of the same frequencies that Project Loon is
transmitting on.
Google eventually plans to send some 300
balloons around the world at the southern
fortieth parallel that would provide broadband coverage to New Zealand, Australia,
Chile, and Argentina. The company hopes to
eventually have thousands of balloons flying
in the stratosphere at an altitude of 20 km
relaying broadband almost world-wide. More
about this project is on the web at www.
google.com/loon (Southgate)
—from Amateur Radio NewsLine
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SCCARC Calendar of Events

SCCARC Board - 2013
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Directors

Robert Ritchey

Ron Skelton
David Copp
Kathleen McQuilling
Cap Pennell
Suellene Petersen
Oliver Pitterling
Becky Steinbruner
(Immediate Past Pres.) Bruce Hawkens
K6BJ Trustee
Allen Fugelseth

MONTEREY BAY REPEATER ACTIVITY
Santa Cruz
County

ARES Net
San Lorenzo
Valley
Loma Prieta
Monterey
LPRC

KJ6FFP

W6WO
WS2I
708-2206
KI6AIE
476-6303
KE6AFE
429-1290
K6CPA
KI6LLD		
KI6TKB
AC6DN
WB6RWU
475-8846

K6BJ 146.790- PL 94.8 Santa Cruz (linked to KI6EH)
KI6EH 147.945- PL 94.8 Watsonville (linked to K6BJ)
K6BJ 440.925+ PL 123.0 Santa Cruz (not linked)		
K6BJ D-Star 441.675 +5MHz (D Star link: tinyurl.com/dstar-sc)
• SCCARC Net Monday 7:30 PM 146.79- /147.945- /147.180+ linked
• SCCARC 10 Meter Net Monday 7:00 PM 28.308 MHz USB
SC County Wide ARES Tuesday 7:30 PM on 147.180+ PL 94.8
and 443.600+ PL 110.9 linked
WR6AOK 147.120+ PL 94.8 Ben Lomond
• SLV Net Thursday 7:30 PM
AB6VS 440.550+ / AE6KE 146.835- PL 94.8  (linked for net)
• LP ARES / LPARC Net Tuesday 7:15 PM
K6LY 146.97- PL 94.8 / 444.700+ PL123 (linked for net) Monterey
• Monterey Co. ARES Net Wednesday 7:30 PM K6LY 146.970- (PL 94.8)
• NPSARC Net Wednesday at 8 PM on K6LY/R
WR6ABD 146.640- PL 162.2 / 442.900+ PL 162.2 (winsystem.org)
• LPRC Net Tuesday 8:00 PM  146.640-(PL 162.2)
• Amateur Radio Newsline broadcast Tuesday

• Santa Clara Valley Section Traffic NET  Tuesday 9:00PM 146.640- (PL 162.2)

FOR MORE INFO SEE: http://www.k6bj.org/freq.html

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
P.O. BOX 238
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95061-0238

ARES Meeting (prior to club meeting)
SCCARC Meeting
Cake Meetings
Board Meeting
Short Skip articles due
SCCARC Meeting

Friday
Jul 19
Friday
Jul 19  
Sat Jul 13, 27
Thur
Jul 25
Mon
Aug  5
Friday Aug 16

MONTHLY MEETINGS.
The SCCARC Meets at 7:30 PM, on the THIRD FRIDAY
of the each month (except December). Meetings are
at Dominican Hospital, Education Center, 1555 Soquel
Drive, Santa Cruz
.
Net
Control Schedule:

7/15
7/22
7/29
8/5
8/12
8/19

Becky KI6TIB
Chris KG6DOZ
Phil KE6UWH
Tom K6TG
Lou NJ6H
Becky KI6TIB
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